
INNOVATION WITH IMAGINATION



WHAT WE DO

Alan + Company Marketing, LLC (A+C) is a coalition of developers, marketing gurus, 

designers, corporate leaders, creators, and innovators who share a passion for 

storytelling through branded media. With several decades of combined experience 

across a number of highly competitive industries, A+C helps brands create powerful 

brand experiences to engage more diverse and qualified audiences.
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WEB DESIGN

Doesn’t your audience  
deserve a better experience?

Most users will immediately leave a website if it’s difficult to navigate, 

slow and glitchy, messy, or inappropriate for the brand or industry.
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Having built, rebuilt, or redesigned websites for clients in the 

healthcare, finance, and non-profit sectors to name just a few, we have 

the experience necessary to design industry-appropriate websites to 

maximize engagement and retention.
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BRANDING & GRAPHIC DESIGN

It’s not just a logo.
Your brand is the identity of your business.

Strong branding is crucial if you want longevity and growth for your 

business or company. But how do you know if your branding is 

ineffective? And how do you know if the brand you’re creating has been 

set up for success? 

We’ve helped countless business owners to launch (and re-launch) 

unique and fully realized brands.



OUR WORK



https://detoxla.com



https://siliconbeachsoberliving.com



https://keystofreedomfoundation.com



https://keystofreedomfoundation.com/about



https://blog.pbalerts.com



https://purposesrecovery.com



ASSESSMENT



BRANDING

The logo in use on the Elite Home Detox website is abstract in style and clean, using 

a modern sans serif font that doesn’t shy away from the geometry of lines and 

angles.  

The colors in use — a brown-ish orange and deep blue — are complementary 

colors, evoking a sense of energy and anticipation.
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WEBSITE

The current Elite Home Detox website is functional 

but a bit… bland, which feels somewhat 

inconsistent with the existing branding. 

Additionally, a lot of the aesthetic choices made 

for the website — e.g. the beige color palette, 

generic stock imagery, lack of clear typographic 

hierarchy — have resulted in a website that, while 

clean and organized, doesn’t beckon the user 

beyond the fold.
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WEBSITE
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Similarly, the Elite Home Detox website appears 

to have been designed with little consideration 

to how information is organized and presented. 

Rather than being used for emphasis or to catch 

focus, color appears to largely be used 

arbitrarily and with no consideration of 

hierarchy. 

There’s very little branding beyond the logo in 

the navigation bar, which is another missed 

opportunity.



WEBSITE
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The navigation has been 

poorly laid out as well. For 

example, the blog page is 

labeled “Resources” yet 

that title appears nowhere 

on the page. 

Many of the headings used 

in the menu are unintuitive 

and could be confusing to 

users on the website.

Moreover, there’s a lot of 

white space around text 

and media on this page, 

making it much more 

cumbersome to navigate.



DESIGN PROPOSAL



COLOR PALETTE
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Our recommendation for a color palette is to work from the colors already in use for 

the Elite Home Detox logo. 

This color palette will reinforce the brown-ish orange and deep blue as Elite Home 

Detox’s official brand colors.



DESIGN IDEAS
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OPTION A 

Bold colors 

High contrast 

Clean, contemporary 

Mobile-first

OPTION B 

Warm, soft colors 

Moderate contrast 

Chic, trendy
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OPTION A

Bold colors 

High contrast 

Clean, contemporary 

Mobile-first
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OPTION B

Warm, soft colors 

Moderate contrast 

Chic, trendy



QUESTIONS?

          https://alan.company


